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Abstract—Thermal infrared (TIR) data are usually acquired at1
a coarser spatial resolution (CR) than visible and near infrared2
(VNIR). Several disaggregation methods have been recently devel-3
oped to enhance the TIR spatial resolution using VNIR data. These4
approaches are based on the retrieval of a relation between TIR5
and VNIR data at CR, or training of a neural network, to be6
applied at the fine resolution afterward. In this work, different7
disaggregation methods are applied to the combination of two8
different sensors in the experimental test site of Barrax, Spain.9
The main objective is to test the feasibility of these techniques10
when applied to satellites provided with no TIR bands. Landsat11
and moderate imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) images were12
used for this work. Land surface temperature (LST) from MODIS13
images was disaggregated to the Landsat spatial resolution using14
Landsat VNIR data. Landsat LST was used for the validation15
and comparison of the different techniques. Best results were16
obtained by the method based on a linear regression between17
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LST. An aver-18
age RMSE = ±1.9 K was observed between disaggregated and19
Landsat LST from four different dates in a study area of 120 km2.20
Index Terms—Image enhancement, image resolution, remote21
sensing, temperature.22
I. INTRODUCTION23
T IME series of fine spatial and temporal resolution images24 are key inputs in numerous studies, e.g., water resources25
management [1], [2]. However, there is a limitation in the exist-26
ing satellites since revisit time for fine spatial resolution sensors27
is typically poor, while those with a high revisit frequency are28
characterized by a coarse spatial resolution. This is especially29
true when focusing on the thermal infrared (TIR) since spa-30
tial resolution for the TIR bands is always coarser than that for31
the visible and near infrared (VNIR) bands onboard the same32
sensor [2].33
Disaggregation methods allow downscaling the TIR coarse34
resolution (CR) to finer resolutions. In [3], a review of land35
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surface temperature (LST) disaggregation methods is per- 36
formed. Zhan et al. [3] classified the disaggregation methods 37
in two main groups: thermal sharpening (TSP) and temperature 38
unmixing (TUM). The main difference is that TSP is used to 39
obtain the LST of smaller resolution cells, while TUM aims at 40
obtaining the LSTs of the existing elements within CR cells [3]. 41
A bibliographical review showed that TSP is more frequently 42
used than TUM. The TUM approaches need sufficient informa- 43
tion of the component temperatures and become more useful 44
when focused on obtaining temperatures of different surfaces 45
(e.g., soil vs. vegetation, and asphalt vs. bare soil). In [4], a 46
physics-based unmixing method was presented to estimate the 47
relative proportion and the temperature of each material com- 48
posing the mixed pixel. Emissivity and temperature over pure 49
pixels of the different components are required in this method. 50
The number of components has to be previously identified and a 51
classification image is needed. Note this method is constrained 52
to the existence of pure CR pixels of each element present in 53
the fine resolution (FR) images. 54
Several TSP techniques have been proposed in the recent 55
literature to enhance the spatial resolution of the TIR domain 56
over vegetated areas by linking TIR and reflectance infor- 57
mation [5]–[8]. Most of these techniques are based on the 58
assumption that there exists a relation between the vegetation 59
cover and the LST. According to these approaches, a relation 60
between TIR and VNIR bands is first obtained at CR and then 61
applied at the finer resolution of the VNIR bands, assuming that 62
this relation is scale invariant. Kustas et al. [5] developed the 63
disTrad (disaggregation procedure for radiometric surface tem- 64
perature) based on a quadratic relationship between normalized 65
difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LST. This technique 66
was used in [9] to downscale TIR data to the VNIR reso- 67
lution with Landsat and moderate imaging spectroradiometer 68
(MODIS) images. Agam et al. [6] tested three new variants of 69
the disTrad and the results from the four methods were com- 70
pared. The disTrad variants were: a linear relationship between 71
NDVI and LST, a linear relationship between fractional veg- 72
etation cover (fc) and LST, and a simplified version of the 73
fc-LST variant (hereafter called TsHARP). Since results might 74
depend on the land surface cover, TsHARP was applied sepa- 75
rately to crop and natural vegetation [10]. The relation between 76
NDVI and LST was too poor in the natural vegetation. In the 77
crop area, the disaggregation led to better results compared 78
to a nondisaggregation method uniTr (using the LST value of 79
the CR image). Lower errors were found when applying the 80
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TsHARP to the entire scene than when focusing on the crop81
areas. Neural networks (NNs) were applied in [11] and [12]82
using land cover and several land surface parameters obtained83
from VNIR images as inputs (different combinations for each84
land cover). Jeganathan et al. [7] tested four different ver-85
sions of the TsHARP: resolution-adjusted TsHARP, piecewise86
(a regression per NDVI intervals [0–0.2], [0.2–0.5], [0.5–1]),87
stratified (applied per land cover class), and local (applied88
within a moving window). Better results were obtained with89
the local disaggregation procedures. Gao et al. [13] devel-90
oped a data mining (DM) approach between TIR and spectral91
reflectances of homogeneous pixels applied separately at global92
and local (within a moving window) scales and subsequently93
combined. Bindhu et al. [8] developed a nonlinear method94
(NL-disTrad) based on the estimation of a relationship between95
NDVI and LST from the pixels belonging to the hot edge96
(pixels forming the upper envelope of the NDVI–LST distri-97
bution). The relationship obtained is applied to CR pixels to98
calculate the difference between the original and the predicted99
LST (residuals). These residuals are trained in an NN using the100
NDVI values of a 3× 3 window as inputs. Then, the trained101
NN is applied to the FR pixels to obtain the residuals at this102
FR. A random forest approach was introduced in [14] using103
VNIR bands, topography, and land cover classes as inputs.104
Chen et al. [15] applied a combination of TsHARP and Thin105
Plate Spline interpolation. Both methods were applied sepa-106
rately and weights were then calculated for each one and further107
combined. Mukherjee et al. [16] compared three of the pre-108
vious approaches (disTrad, TsHARP, and TsHARP with local109
variant) to two new methods based on the adjustment of the110
linear regression between NDVI and LST using a least median111
square (LMS) regression and a pace regression. In [17], disag-112
gregated microwave brightness temperatures were obtained at113
1-km MODIS resolution. These authors established a relation-114
ship between NDVI and the microwave polarization difference115
index from the Advance Microwave Scanning Radiometer–116
Earth Observing System (AMSR-E). Disaggregated tem-117
peratures were then used as inputs in a soil moisture118
algorithm.119
Performance of the different methods above is not compara-120
ble since results may be site dependent. Different conclusions121
and root-mean-square error (RMSE) values are obtained in dif-122
ferent works. Most of these studies compare the results of the123
new proposed methods to the TsHARP, but even with TsHARP124
results are quite different depending on the study area and125
the spatial resolution of the sensors used. The majority of126
papers focus on Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and127
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), MODIS or Landsat images,128
with the objective of disaggregating from their TIR to VNIR129
resolution, e.g., from MODIS 1 km to MODIS 250 m. Few130
papers plan to apply these methods to data from various satel-131
lites, e.g., obtaining a regression from one sensor and applying132
it to another one provided with no TIR bands. Up to now133
most of these works simulated CR images by aggregating FR134
scenes to the coarser spatial resolution of a different satellite,135
using afterward these FR images to assess the disaggregation136
procedure. A typical example is aggregating Landsat bands137
to simulate MODIS, then disaggregation and validation using138
the Landsat original bands as a basis. This is the traditional 139
procedure for the assessment of the disaggregation methods. 140
However, if these methods are to be applied from two differ- 141
ent sensors, the validation should also be based on the original 142
data from both sensors. Very few papers have dealt with the real 143
application from two satellites [8]. Mukherjee et al. [16] used 144
both Landsat and MODIS images as the basis for the disaggre- 145
gation but with no mixing between them. Better performance 146
was observed using Landsat [16]. Some works in the literature 147
analyze the effect of the spatial resolution on the disaggrega- 148
tion. Better results are obtained for smaller differences in the 149
spatial resolution between the input and output images. For 150
example, in [6], Landsat images were aggregated to 960 m and 151
then disaggregated to 240, 120, and 60 m with RMSE values 152
ranging from ±0.7 K (240 m) to ±2.2 K (60 m). 153
In this research, we are interested in providing LST at fine 154
spatial and temporal resolutions to fulfill the requirements in 155
the estimation of surface energy fluxes and evapotranspiration. 156
Several study fields are situated within the experimental test site 157
of Barrax, Spain. At least 30-m spatial resolution is desired. 158
This can be provided by the Landsat VNIR bands. However, 159
revisit cycle of Landsat is poor and a higher frequency is 160
required. The recently launched Sentinel-2a has a 10-day repeat 161
cycle, and 10–20 m spatial resolution in the VNIR bands, 162
whereas no TIR information is available. With the coming 163
Sentinel-2b, the combination of both satellites will offer a 5-day 164
repeat cycle. Furthermore, the combination of Sentinel-2 and 165
Sentinel-3 could offer the desired solution of spatial and tempo- 166
ral resolutions. The relationship between TIR and VNIR bands 167
could be extracted from Sentinel-3 and then applied to Sentinel- 168
2. The aim of this paper is to test the application of disaggrega- 169
tion techniques in the Barrax area from two different satellites, 170
so that these approaches can be applied to sensors without 171
thermal bands (e.g., Sentinel-2). Landsat and MODIS imagery 172
were selected for this work due to the similar characteristics 173
of these sensors and Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3. We analyzed 174
both, classical methods based on the VNIR-LST regression 175
and newer methods using NN and DM. Three main exper- 176
iments were developed to evaluate the classical approaches. 177
A first experiment focused on the methods developed in [5], 178
[6], and [10] based on the least square (LS) adjustment of the 179
VNIR-LST regression. In a second experiment, new adjust- 180
ments were tested (LMS) as well as the application of the 181
method at local scale (using a moving window). In the last 182
experiment, the disaggregation was applied separately for the 183
different land covers present in the study area. The classical 184
method leading to the best results was then compared to NN and 185
DM approaches. 186
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 187
A. Study Site 188
The study area is located in Barrax, Central Spain, includ- 189
ing “Las Tiesas” experimental farm (39◦03’ 35” N, 2◦06’ W). 190
This is a very flat area with an average altitude of 700 m a.s.l 191
close to Albacete. Barrax is one of the traditional ESA test 192
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[18], SPARC [19], ImagineS [20], and DAISEX [21]. Several194
field campaigns have been carried out in recent years includ-195
ing ground measurements of LST and energy fluxes, as well196
as biophysical parameters, for different periods. These experi-197
mental campaigns are used with different objectives related to198
agricultural water management [22]–[26].199
B. Satellite Images200
The selection of satellite images was constrained to the coin-201
cidence of Landsat and MODIS overpasses with low MODIS202
viewing angle and cloud coverage for the growing season of203
2014. We focused on Landsat 7 since no Landsat 8 images204
matched our requirements for the selected period. Four images205
were finally selected in 2014 for DOYs 67, 163, 195, and 202.206
VNIR data were extracted from the Landsat 7 ETM+ CDR207
(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) and the MODIS MOD09GA208
and MOD09GQ products (glovis.usgs.gov). Landsat CDR pro-209
vides 30-m surface reflectances (atmospherically corrected).210
MOD09GQ offers red and NIR bands at 250-m spatial reso-211
lution, and MOD09GA contains seven spectral bands (VNIR),212
together with quality information, at a resolution of 500 m.213
Radiances in the TIR domain were obtained from band 6 of214
Landsat 7 ETM+, while the MOD11_L2 product offers LST215
directly. ETM+ TIR data are acquired at 60-m spatial resolu-216
tion; however, these data are resampled and provided at 30-m217
resolution. For validation purposes, we used an aggregated LST218
at 60 m that corresponds to the original resolution in the TIR219
domain. MOD11_L2 is provided at 1 km. MODIS images were220
resampled to 240, 480, and 960 m in order to have pixel dimen-221
sions that are multiple of the Landsat spatial resolutions (30222
and 60 m). All scenes were reprojected to UTM WGS 1984223
zone 30 N.224
Fig. 1 shows a false color composite of a Landsat image used225
in this work (RGB: bands 4, 3, 2), an NDVI image, and the226
Corine Land Cover 2006 (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-227
maps/data/corine-land-cover-2006-raster) covering the entire228
study area (∼ 120km2). The images illustrate a sparsely veg-229
etated area, with NDVI < 0.4 for most pixels. Largest NDVI230
values correspond to crop fields [red areas in Fig. 1(a) and (b)].231
Table I lists a summary of the NDVI and LST values from232
the MODIS and Landsat images used at both, their original233
and aggregated 960-m spatial resolution. Note that wider value234
ranges are present in the original resolution compared to the235
aggregated 960-m resolution.236
C. Image Processing237
Quality bands from each product were used to mask pixels238
containing clouds and shadows. Landsat CDR product includes239
a mask obtained using the Fmask code [27]. Based on this240
mask only, pixels assigned “clear land pixel” were kept in this241
study, discarding those with clouds, snow, shadows, and water.242
TIR Landsat data were atmospherically corrected to retrieve243
LST following the procedure described in [28] and using the244
Atmospheric Correction Tool of Barsi et al. [29] and [30]245
(http://atm-corr.gsfc.nasa.gov/).246
Fig. 1. (a) Landsat false color image (RGB: bands 4, 3, 2). (b) NDVI
corresponding to DOY 195. (c) Corine Land Cover of the study area.
F1:1
F1:2
The data aggregation is a key step in the disaggregation 247
procedures. The aggregation of the VNIR bands was carried 248
out by averaging the reflectance values in the red and NIR 249
bands of all the FR pixels within an equivalent CR pixel. 250
Following Gao et al. [11], the aggregation of the TIR band was Q1251
done through the Stefan-Boltzmann law with the assumption of 252







T 4i . (1)
The application of the disaggregation techniques to differ- 254
ent sensors needs equivalent spectral data from both sensors. 255
Differences between both sensors VNIR data may exist due to 256
several effects such as spectral resolution, atmospheric correc- 257
tion, viewing angle, and pixel footprint. In the TIR domain, the 258
main difference between both sensors may be due to the differ- 259
ent acquisition time. A normalization procedure can be applied 260
to minimize these discrepancies between MODIS and Landsat 261
images [31], [32]. A linear regression between the aggregated 262
Landsat and MODIS images at 960 m was obtained, and later 263
applied to the desired spatial resolution (e.g., 60 m). This nor- 264
malization step should be applied to each pair of FR and CR 265
images to be used. Note that in this paper, we used Landsat 266
ETM+ and MODIS images coincident in date with the aim 267
of using the Landsat TIR band to validate the disaggregated 268
temperatures. However, the disaggregation method could be 269
applied to images from different dates if they are close enough 270
in time to consider that no significant changes in the vegetation 271
cover have occurred. In case of using images from different 272
dates, the same normalization procedure should be applied to 273
each pair of FR and CR images, and the disaggregated tem- 274
perature obtained will correspond to the date of the CR image 275
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TABLE IT1:1
NDVI AND LST AVERAGE, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES FOR THE MODIS AND LANDSAT IMAGES AT THEIR ORIGINAL RESOLUTION (30
AND 60 M) AND THE AGGREGATED 960-M RESOLUTION, FOR TWO DATES (DOYS 67 AND 195)
T1:2
T1:3
Percentiles Q25 and Q75 indicate that 25% or 75%, respectively, of the total data are lower than these values.
D. Disaggregation Methods277
Several disaggregation methods extracted from the recent278
literature were applied in this work with images from two dif-279
ferent satellites. These methods are traditionally applied and280
tested with images from a single satellite. First, the FR images281
are aggregated to a CR and then the disaggregation method282
is applied, finally the original TIR images are used for val-283
idation. In this work, we tested the disaggregation from two284
different sensors. The further objective is assessing the per-285
formance of the disaggregation when applied to FR images286
from satellites with no thermal bands. To compare the appli-287
cation with one or two sensors, the two versions were tested288
here as follows. 1) The relationship between NDVI and LST289
(training) was extracted from the Landsat ETM+ aggregated290
images (960 m) and later applied to Landsat 60 m (traditional291
procedure). 2) The relationship was obtained from the origi-292
nal MODIS images (960 m) and then applied to Landsat 60 m293
images. Both procedures provided disaggregated 60 m LST294
using 60 m Landsat NDVI as input. The original 60 m Landsat295
LST was reserved for the validation of the disaggregated LST296
outputs.297
1) NDVI–LST Regressions: Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the298
methodology.299
Experiment 1 consisted on applying the most used disag-300
gregation methods developed in [5], [6], and [10]. In [5], a301
quadratic relationship between LST and NDVI was proposed302
(disTrad, 2). The relationship was obtained from CR pixels and303
applied to the FR pixels. The relationship obtained was also304
applied at CR to obtain the difference between the original and305
predicted LST (residuals). The CR residuals were then added306
to the estimated LST at FR; this means that the same resid-307
ual was used in all the FR pixels belonging to the same CR308
pixel. With this action actual CR LST information was included309
in the disaggregated results. In [6], the quadratic relationship310
and other relationships between NDVI and LST were tested,311
including a linear approach between LST and NDVI (3), a312
linear approach between the fraction of vegetation cover (fc,313
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the methodology applied, including the different process-
ing steps and the disaggregation methods used.
F2:1
F2:2
expressed in terms of NDVI) and LST (4), and a simplified ver- 314
sion of the fc approach (5). As suggested by [5], all regressions 315
in this Experiment 1 were adjusted from the most homogeneous 316
pixels in three NDVI intervals: [0–0.2], [0.2–0.5], and [0.5–1]. 317
The residual correction was included in all the cases considered 318
in this Experiment 1 319
LST = a0 + a1NDV I + a2NDV I
2 (2)
LST = a0 + a1NDV I (3)




NDV Imax −NDV I
NDV Imax −NDV Imin
)0.625)
(4)
LST = a0 + a1(1−NDV I)0.625 (5)
where a0, a1, and a2 are the adjusted parameters. 320
More recent studies introduce some modifications to the 321
disaggregation procedures described above. These were ana- 322
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best results in Experiment 1 was considered for Experiment324
2. In [16], better results were obtained using LMS than LS325
regression. Thus, the LMS adjustment was tested and com-326
pared to the LS. The disaggregation methods using the residual327
correction present some boxy effect linked to these residuals328
themselves [10], [13]. To reduce this effect, the CR residu-329
als can be smoothed using a Gaussian filter [33]. We adopted330
this technique and analyzed its effect visually and in terms331
of RMSE. All these regressions evaluated in Experiment 2332
were obtained from the most homogeneous pixels and includ-333
ing the residual correction, as done in Experiment 1. In [7],334
(3) was applied at a local scale using a moving window. This335
local application showed better results than obtaining a global336
regression for the entire image. This approach consisted in337
obtaining a relationship between NDVI and LST at CR for338
each window and then applying it to the FR pixels belong-339
ing to that window. Each pixel is only considered in one340
window. The result for each pixel is then the LST obtained341
from the NDVI–LST relationship adjusted at the CR win-342
dow to which it belongs. We also tested this moving window343
approach with different window sizes (from 3× 3 to 13× 13)344
and compared it to the global approach. In contrast to the345
previous methods, since few pixels are available in the local346
application all of them were used for adjusting the regres-347
sion and no residual correction was applied due to the local348
scale.349
Some authors have used the land cover information to derive350
different regressions for each particular land cover class [7],351
[10]. Several tests were also conducted in this work for the dif-352
ferent land cover classes (Experiment 3) present in the images.353
Corine Land Cover data at 100-m resolution was used. Land354
cover information was needed at 60 and 960 m. For the 60-m355
resolution, a resampling was performed using nearest neighbor356
resampling. For 960 m, the predominant class (the most abun-357
dant) was assigned. The disaggregation method leading to the358
best results in the previous analyses (Experiments 1 and 2) was359
applied here specifically per land cover classes. The NDVI–360
LST relation was obtained considering all the pixels included in361
each land cover class at CR and then applied to the pixels of the362
same class at FR. The residuals correction was also accounted363
here. An analysis of the performance of the disaggregation tech-364
nique was conducted using the land cover class distinction as a365
basis. Results were compared to those obtained not accounting366
for this land cover distinction.367
2) NN and DM Approaches: NNs using different inputs368
(spectral bands, land cover, topography, etc.) have also been369
applied in several papers. The method developed by Bindhu370
et al. [8] was applied in this work. These authors used NN for371
training the residuals. The relationship between NDVI and LST372
was obtained from the pixels forming the hot edge. These pixels373
were selected as those showing the highest temperature values374
for different NDVI ranges. This relationship was then applied to375
the CR pixels to estimate the residuals. The CR residuals were376
trained in a NN which inputs were the NDVI values in a 3× 3377
pixel window. The trained NN was then applied at FR. Other378
tests performed with NN consisted in using different combina-379
tions of spectral bands, and in some cases land cover, as inputs380
in the NN, and the LST as output.381
 
 
Fig. 3. Single- and dual-sensor analysis of the validation results (RMSE and r2)
of the different methods (1)–(4). On the left, Landsat images were first degraded
to the MODIS resolution and then disaggregated to the Landsat TIR original
resolution. On the right, the relationship was obtained from the MODIS images
and then applied to the Landsat images at 60-m spatial resolution. The residual







The DM approach developed in [13] was also tested here. 382
This method combines a local and global application of regres- 383
sion trees in a DM approach. The Cubist package in R [34] was 384
used in this work. This method uses the reflectance from all the 385
bands. Thus, when applied to two different sensors, their bands 386
have to be the same or similar, and the normalization of each 387
band between both sensors has to be done. The regression tree 388
method generates rule-based linear multivariate regressions. In 389
this work, the 6 Landsat ETM+ VNIR bands (1–5 and 7), and 390
the equivalent MODIS bands (bands 1–6) were used as inputs. 391
E. Performance Assessment 392
The comparison of the disaggregation methods was carried 393
at a regional scale. All methods were analyzed in terms of 394
the determination coefficient (r2) and the RMSE, and com- 395
pared to a nondisaggregation method, uniTr [6]. According to 396
this approach, each FR pixel is assigned at the value of the 397
corresponding CR pixel. 398
III. RESULTS 399
A. NDVI–LST Regressions 400
In the first experiment (Fig. 2), the methods presented in [6] 401
were applied separately to a single sensor (Landsat ETM+) and 402
to the combination of two sensors (Landsat and MODIS) as 403
described above. Fig. 3 shows the validation results (RMSE and 404
r2), for the 120-km2 study area, corresponding to the regres- 405
sion obtained from both, Landsat aggregated images (960 m) on 406
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Fig. 4. Validation results (RMSE and r2), of the local disaggregation method
with different windows sizes (w) compared to the global application and to the




applied to the original 60-m Landsat images. Previous works408
have tested the disaggregation methods with images belong-409
ing to the same sensor (by aggregation to coarser resolution)410
with the aim of being applied with two different sensors, but411
they rarely showed the real dual-sensor application. Results412
presented in Fig. 3 point out the larger errors obtained when413
these techniques are applied to two different sensors instead414
of a single one, despite the normalization adjustment applied.415
Better results were obtained using any of the disaggregation416
methods compared to the uniTr approach (using the LST of417
the CR image) in both the single and dual-sensor applica-418
tions. Contrary to previous studies, the simplest method [linear419
regression between NDVI and LST, (3)] led to similar or better420
results than using other regressions in most of the cases ana-421
lyzed. Equation (2) did not perform well for day 202 since the422
quadratic regression applied to NDVI outliers not present in the423
primitive retrieval of this equation yielded extreme LST values.424
Also, the NDVI–LST adjustment in this image was better fitted425
to a linear regression than to the quadratic regression. The same426
conclusions can be drawn from the method applied with one or427
two sensors despite the different errors obtained.428
In the second experiment, the local application [7] was tested429
with a window size ranging from 3× 3 to 13× 13 pixels,430
and results were compared to those obtained from the global431
application using (3), (3) adjusted by LMS [16], and (3) with432
smoothed residuals (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 shows that lower errors were433
always obtained when applying the disaggregation with a sin-434
gle satellite. Regarding the local application, only the RMSE435
was slightly reduced in one of the images (DOY 195) when436
using one sensor (Landsat ETM+) and in two dates (DOYs 195437
and 202) when using two sensors (ETM+ and MODIS), while438
Fig. 5. Landsat LST (left), disaggregated LST with (3) LS (center), disaggre-
gated with smoothed residuals (right) for DOY 195.
F5:1
F5:2
no significant differences were observed for the rest. The LMS 439
adjustment did not improve the results from the LS adjustment. 440
The smoothing of the residuals generally improved the results 441
from the LS method when using two sensors. When applied to a 442
single sensor, it improved the results in one date (67) and led to 443
the same results for the other dates. Fig. 5 shows an example of 444
the original Landsat LST and disaggregation results from two 445
sensors, with and without residuals smoothing. Note the resid- 446
uals introduced an important boxy effect that was reduced after 447
the smoothing. The ratio between the CR and the FR is respon- 448
sible for this boxy effect, lower differences between the spatial 449
resolutions would mitigate this boxy effect. 450
Finally, specific disaggregation was conducted in Experiment 451
3 for different land cover classes. Only the dual-sensor appli- 452
cation is shown here due to the similar conclusions obtained 453
from the single- and dual-sensor applications in the previous 454
experiments. Results considering separate land covers were 455
compared to those obtained from applying the global equation 456
to the same set of pixels. We focus on the linear equation LST– 457
NDVI (3) and smoothed residuals, based on the results above. 458
Following Agam et al. [10], two main classes were first con- 459
sidered: crop and natural vegetation. No significant differences, 460
compared to the global results, were observed accounting for 461
this distinction. The specific disaggregation was expanded to 462
all vegetation classes present in the image with a significant 463
presence. Classes with less than 100 CR pixels were excluded 464
from the analysis. Detailed class-dependent results are shown in 465
Fig. 6. Performance depended on the particular land cover class 466
and date, and no firm conclusion could be extracted about the 467
value of separating in classes. Average RMSE values of 1.8, 2.2, 468
1.9, and 2.0 K were obtained with the class-specific approach 469
and 1.8, 2.0, 2.0, and 1.9 K with the global approach for DOYs 470
67, 163, 195, and 202, respectively. Only for DOY 195 was a 471
slight enhancement observed with the class-specific approach. 472
Note that larger errors were observed overall for “permanently 473
irrigated” areas. This is probably due to the small size of these 474
fields and also to irrigation effects. After an irrigation event, 475
the LST may decrease dramatically, whereas the disaggrega- 476
tion methods do not account for this variation since the NDVI 477
is not significantly affected. This effect is most obvious in bare 478
soil areas such as croplands in the first stage of the crop grow- 479
ing season. This should be mitigated by the residuals obtained 480
from the CR image but if the fields are small this is not well 481
captured either. 482
Since no significant enhancement was observed from the 483
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Fig. 6. Validation results (RMSE) of class-specific disaggregation method





Fig. 7. Disaggregated LST with (3) LS and smoothed residuals versus Landsat
LST for images corresponding to DOY. (a) 67. (b) 163. (c) 195. (d) 202.
F7:1
F7:2
globally together with smoothed residuals. Fig. 7 shows the485
density scatter plots of the disaggregated LST with (3) LS and486
smoothed residuals from two sensors versus the reference LST487
(original Landsat normalized). The main percentage of pixels488
(in red) concentrates around the 1:1 line although the large489
scatter of a minority of them leads to important errors.490
Fig. 8 shows a subset example of 24 km × 22 km of the491
reference (left), disaggregated from two sensors (central) and492
nondisaggregated uniTr (right) LST images. This subset is493
dominated by permanently irrigated lands. Overall patterns494
of the disaggregated LST are similar to reference LST. Note495
the evident improvement of the disaggregation faced to the496
nondisaggregated LSTs.497
Fig. 8. Subset (22× 24 km2) of the Landsat LST (left column) and disag-
gregated LST with (3) LS and smoothed residuals (central column) and the
nondisaggregated uniTr (right column) for images corresponding to DOYs.
(a) 195. (b) 202. The gaps due to the SLC error have been filled for visual






B. NN and DM Approaches 498
The methods presented in [8] and [13] were also tested 499
and compared to the results obtained using the linear regres- 500
sion with smoothed residuals. In the previous section, we have 501
already analyzed the difference between the single- and the 502
dual-sensor disaggregation, and similar conclusions can be 503
extracted when comparing different approaches. Therefore, in 504
this section only, the results of the dual-sensor application are 505
shown, which is the main interest of this work. 506
Results from the NN and DM approaches for the entire study 507
area are summarized in Table II as well as the results from the 508
LS method. Larger errors were observed when applying the NN 509
and DM approaches. Bindhu et al. [6] had already observed Q2510
high errors for low NDVI values, dominant in our study site [see 511
Fig. 2(b)]. In addition to these methods, a battery of tests was 512
conducted with NN using different spectral bands as inputs with 513
no improvement in the results obtained by the linear regres- 514
sion in any case. NN and DM (trained at 960 m and applied 515
at 60 m), as well as othe nonlinear regressions, have the risk 516
of overfitting and are very sensitive to noise in the samples. In 517
this work, the input data did not cover the full range of values 518
present at 60 m (see Table I), and the overfitting of the methods 519
may lead to important errors in the outliers not present in the 520
input data. Therefore, the simpler NDVI–LST linear regression 521
led to better results than the more sophisticated NN and DM 522
approaches. 523
IV. DISCUSSION 524
Findings in this work show that there is a difference between 525
applying disaggregation methods from one or two sensors 526
although a normalization procedure is applied. The normaliza- 527
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TABLE IIT2:1
COMPARISON, IN TERMS OF RMSE (K), OF THE VALIDATION RESULTS
OF THE NN DISAGGREGATION METHOD, AND THE LINEAR




order to account for the possible spectral and temporal differ-529
ences between them. A good coregistration of the images from530
both sensors is also critical. These are the two main points that531
make the difference when applying the disaggregation with one532
or two sensors. The normalization procedure was addressed533
in this work at 960 m; however, at this spatial resolution, we534
observed a shorter range of values than those present at the535
FR (Table I). Consequently, the relationships obtained did not536
include values in the full FR range. This not only affects the537
normalization process but also affects the NDVI–LST relation-538
ship used in the disaggregation procedure. This difference in the539
spectral range at the FR and CR is site dependent and is related540
to the heterogeneity of the area and to the ratio between the541
FR and the CR being used. Thus, this constraint is common to542
the single- and dual-sensor applications and it may contribute543
to the different errors obtained by other authors when disag-544
gregating to different spatial resolutions. For example, in [6],545
the RMSE errors are very different depending on the spatial546
resolution and dates. These authors disaggregated two images,547
affected by 1 week difference, from 960 to 60 m in July 2002.548
The linear NDVI–LST approach yielded RMSE values of ±2.2549
and ±1.2 K. Disaggregation to 120 m led to an enhancement550
in RMSE of ±0.3 K in both images, and when disaggregating551
to 240 m, the enhancement was of ±0.8 K in one image and552
±0.5 K in the other.553
In our study area, RMSE values ranged between ±1.6 and554
±1.7 K when using the Landsat images, and ±1.8 and ±2.1555
K using the MODIS ones. These results are in agreement with556
those obtained by Agam et al. [6]. In [7], the local disaggrega-557
tion of Aster images, previously aggregated to 990-m spatial558
resolution, resulted in RMSE values ranging between ±0.7559
and ±3 K for disaggregation to 810–90 m. Large errors were560
obtained when disaggregating to spatial resolutions finer than561
270 m, consequently MODIS images were disaggregated only562
to 250 m with RMSE values between ±2 and ±3 K depending563
on the approach. Better results were obtained by Bindhu et al.564
[8] in a smaller area with high vegetation cover, with the highest565
errors corresponding to low NDVI values.566
The application of a land cover-specific disaggregation567
showed the highest errors for the class “permanently irrigated568
land.” This is probably due to the small size of the fields and the569
errors caused by irrigation. This is reinforced by the fact that570
errors in this class increase significantly in the summer images,571
both with the class-specific and the global approaches. Most572
likely, this is a consequence of the higher differences in LST573
between the crop fields and the surrounding bare soil during574
summer season.575
Future work will deal with a more comprehensive valida- 576
tion at a field scale using ground temperature measurements 577
concurrent to satellite overpasses. Also, we will check the appli- 578
cation to other combinations of platforms, including fine spatial 579
resolution sensors with no TIR band (e.g., Sentinel 2). 580
V. CONCLUSION 581
Several disaggregation methods were compared when 582
applied with two different sensors, MODIS and Landsat ETM+, 583
in a heterogeneous and sparsely vegetated area of central Spain. 584
This dual-sensor application needed an additional step of nor- 585
malization between the spectral bands of the two sensors and 586
special attention to the coregistration between them. Although 587
the errors with the dual-sensor application were higher than 588
those from the single-sensor application, results obtained prove 589
the potential and usefulness of the disaggregation techniques 590
applied to two different sensors. 591
The disaggregation was applied to downscale images from 592
960-m spatial resolution (MODIS) to 60 m (Landsat). Best 593
results were obtained with the procedure based on the linear 594
regression between NDVI and LST, even when compared to 595
NN and DM approaches. RMSE values around ±2.0 K were 596
obtained for four different images. Focusing on the experimen- 597
tal agricultural area of Barrax, classed as “permanently irrigated 598
land” in Corine Land Cover, RMSE values were the highest 599
(±2 to ±3 K). Since this area showed the largest heterogene- 600
ity within the image, we may conclude that the disaggregation 601
procedures perform better in homogeneous areas. These results 602
are encouraging, and reinforce the application of disaggrega- 603
tion procedures to sensors provided with no thermal bands. The 604
application to Sentinel-2, with a high revisit cycle, could pro- 605
vide the time series of disaggregated LSTs at high temporal 606
and spatial resolutions required for studies related to hydrology, 607
climatology or agriculture. 608
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Evaluation of Disaggregation Methods for
Downscaling MODIS Land Surface Temperature




Mar Bisquert, Juan Manuel Sánchez, and Vicente Caselles4
Abstract—Thermal infrared (TIR) data are usually acquired at1
a coarser spatial resolution (CR) than visible and near infrared2
(VNIR). Several disaggregation methods have been recently devel-3
oped to enhance the TIR spatial resolution using VNIR data. These4
approaches are based on the retrieval of a relation between TIR5
and VNIR data at CR, or training of a neural network, to be6
applied at the fine resolution afterward. In this work, different7
disaggregation methods are applied to the combination of two8
different sensors in the experimental test site of Barrax, Spain.9
The main objective is to test the feasibility of these techniques10
when applied to satellites provided with no TIR bands. Landsat11
and moderate imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) images were12
used for this work. Land surface temperature (LST) from MODIS13
images was disaggregated to the Landsat spatial resolution using14
Landsat VNIR data. Landsat LST was used for the validation15
and comparison of the different techniques. Best results were16
obtained by the method based on a linear regression between17
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LST. An aver-18
age RMSE = ±1.9 K was observed between disaggregated and19
Landsat LST from four different dates in a study area of 120 km2.20
Index Terms—Image enhancement, image resolution, remote21
sensing, temperature.22
I. INTRODUCTION23
T IME series of fine spatial and temporal resolution images24 are key inputs in numerous studies, e.g., water resources25
management [1], [2]. However, there is a limitation in the exist-26
ing satellites since revisit time for fine spatial resolution sensors27
is typically poor, while those with a high revisit frequency are28
characterized by a coarse spatial resolution. This is especially29
true when focusing on the thermal infrared (TIR) since spa-30
tial resolution for the TIR bands is always coarser than that for31
the visible and near infrared (VNIR) bands onboard the same32
sensor [2].33
Disaggregation methods allow downscaling the TIR coarse34
resolution (CR) to finer resolutions. In [3], a review of land35
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surface temperature (LST) disaggregation methods is per- 36
formed. Zhan et al. [3] classified the disaggregation methods 37
in two main groups: thermal sharpening (TSP) and temperature 38
unmixing (TUM). The main difference is that TSP is used to 39
obtain the LST of smaller resolution cells, while TUM aims at 40
obtaining the LSTs of the existing elements within CR cells [3]. 41
A bibliographical review showed that TSP is more frequently 42
used than TUM. The TUM approaches need sufficient informa- 43
tion of the component temperatures and become more useful 44
when focused on obtaining temperatures of different surfaces 45
(e.g., soil vs. vegetation, and asphalt vs. bare soil). In [4], a 46
physics-based unmixing method was presented to estimate the 47
relative proportion and the temperature of each material com- 48
posing the mixed pixel. Emissivity and temperature over pure 49
pixels of the different components are required in this method. 50
The number of components has to be previously identified and a 51
classification image is needed. Note this method is constrained 52
to the existence of pure CR pixels of each element present in 53
the fine resolution (FR) images. 54
Several TSP techniques have been proposed in the recent 55
literature to enhance the spatial resolution of the TIR domain 56
over vegetated areas by linking TIR and reflectance infor- 57
mation [5]–[8]. Most of these techniques are based on the 58
assumption that there exists a relation between the vegetation 59
cover and the LST. According to these approaches, a relation 60
between TIR and VNIR bands is first obtained at CR and then 61
applied at the finer resolution of the VNIR bands, assuming that 62
this relation is scale invariant. Kustas et al. [5] developed the 63
disTrad (disaggregation procedure for radiometric surface tem- 64
perature) based on a quadratic relationship between normalized 65
difference vegetation index (NDVI) and LST. This technique 66
was used in [9] to downscale TIR data to the VNIR reso- 67
lution with Landsat and moderate imaging spectroradiometer 68
(MODIS) images. Agam et al. [6] tested three new variants of 69
the disTrad and the results from the four methods were com- 70
pared. The disTrad variants were: a linear relationship between 71
NDVI and LST, a linear relationship between fractional veg- 72
etation cover (fc) and LST, and a simplified version of the 73
fc-LST variant (hereafter called TsHARP). Since results might 74
depend on the land surface cover, TsHARP was applied sepa- 75
rately to crop and natural vegetation [10]. The relation between 76
NDVI and LST was too poor in the natural vegetation. In the 77
crop area, the disaggregation led to better results compared 78
to a nondisaggregation method uniTr (using the LST value of 79
the CR image). Lower errors were found when applying the 80
1939-1404 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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TsHARP to the entire scene than when focusing on the crop81
areas. Neural networks (NNs) were applied in [11] and [12]82
using land cover and several land surface parameters obtained83
from VNIR images as inputs (different combinations for each84
land cover). Jeganathan et al. [7] tested four different ver-85
sions of the TsHARP: resolution-adjusted TsHARP, piecewise86
(a regression per NDVI intervals [0–0.2], [0.2–0.5], [0.5–1]),87
stratified (applied per land cover class), and local (applied88
within a moving window). Better results were obtained with89
the local disaggregation procedures. Gao et al. [13] devel-90
oped a data mining (DM) approach between TIR and spectral91
reflectances of homogeneous pixels applied separately at global92
and local (within a moving window) scales and subsequently93
combined. Bindhu et al. [8] developed a nonlinear method94
(NL-disTrad) based on the estimation of a relationship between95
NDVI and LST from the pixels belonging to the hot edge96
(pixels forming the upper envelope of the NDVI–LST distri-97
bution). The relationship obtained is applied to CR pixels to98
calculate the difference between the original and the predicted99
LST (residuals). These residuals are trained in an NN using the100
NDVI values of a 3× 3 window as inputs. Then, the trained101
NN is applied to the FR pixels to obtain the residuals at this102
FR. A random forest approach was introduced in [14] using103
VNIR bands, topography, and land cover classes as inputs.104
Chen et al. [15] applied a combination of TsHARP and Thin105
Plate Spline interpolation. Both methods were applied sepa-106
rately and weights were then calculated for each one and further107
combined. Mukherjee et al. [16] compared three of the pre-108
vious approaches (disTrad, TsHARP, and TsHARP with local109
variant) to two new methods based on the adjustment of the110
linear regression between NDVI and LST using a least median111
square (LMS) regression and a pace regression. In [17], disag-112
gregated microwave brightness temperatures were obtained at113
1-km MODIS resolution. These authors established a relation-114
ship between NDVI and the microwave polarization difference115
index from the Advance Microwave Scanning Radiometer–116
Earth Observing System (AMSR-E). Disaggregated tem-117
peratures were then used as inputs in a soil moisture118
algorithm.119
Performance of the different methods above is not compara-120
ble since results may be site dependent. Different conclusions121
and root-mean-square error (RMSE) values are obtained in dif-122
ferent works. Most of these studies compare the results of the123
new proposed methods to the TsHARP, but even with TsHARP124
results are quite different depending on the study area and125
the spatial resolution of the sensors used. The majority of126
papers focus on Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and127
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), MODIS or Landsat images,128
with the objective of disaggregating from their TIR to VNIR129
resolution, e.g., from MODIS 1 km to MODIS 250 m. Few130
papers plan to apply these methods to data from various satel-131
lites, e.g., obtaining a regression from one sensor and applying132
it to another one provided with no TIR bands. Up to now133
most of these works simulated CR images by aggregating FR134
scenes to the coarser spatial resolution of a different satellite,135
using afterward these FR images to assess the disaggregation136
procedure. A typical example is aggregating Landsat bands137
to simulate MODIS, then disaggregation and validation using138
the Landsat original bands as a basis. This is the traditional 139
procedure for the assessment of the disaggregation methods. 140
However, if these methods are to be applied from two differ- 141
ent sensors, the validation should also be based on the original 142
data from both sensors. Very few papers have dealt with the real 143
application from two satellites [8]. Mukherjee et al. [16] used 144
both Landsat and MODIS images as the basis for the disaggre- 145
gation but with no mixing between them. Better performance 146
was observed using Landsat [16]. Some works in the literature 147
analyze the effect of the spatial resolution on the disaggrega- 148
tion. Better results are obtained for smaller differences in the 149
spatial resolution between the input and output images. For 150
example, in [6], Landsat images were aggregated to 960 m and 151
then disaggregated to 240, 120, and 60 m with RMSE values 152
ranging from ±0.7 K (240 m) to ±2.2 K (60 m). 153
In this research, we are interested in providing LST at fine 154
spatial and temporal resolutions to fulfill the requirements in 155
the estimation of surface energy fluxes and evapotranspiration. 156
Several study fields are situated within the experimental test site 157
of Barrax, Spain. At least 30-m spatial resolution is desired. 158
This can be provided by the Landsat VNIR bands. However, 159
revisit cycle of Landsat is poor and a higher frequency is 160
required. The recently launched Sentinel-2a has a 10-day repeat 161
cycle, and 10–20 m spatial resolution in the VNIR bands, 162
whereas no TIR information is available. With the coming 163
Sentinel-2b, the combination of both satellites will offer a 5-day 164
repeat cycle. Furthermore, the combination of Sentinel-2 and 165
Sentinel-3 could offer the desired solution of spatial and tempo- 166
ral resolutions. The relationship between TIR and VNIR bands 167
could be extracted from Sentinel-3 and then applied to Sentinel- 168
2. The aim of this paper is to test the application of disaggrega- 169
tion techniques in the Barrax area from two different satellites, 170
so that these approaches can be applied to sensors without 171
thermal bands (e.g., Sentinel-2). Landsat and MODIS imagery 172
were selected for this work due to the similar characteristics 173
of these sensors and Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3. We analyzed 174
both, classical methods based on the VNIR-LST regression 175
and newer methods using NN and DM. Three main exper- 176
iments were developed to evaluate the classical approaches. 177
A first experiment focused on the methods developed in [5], 178
[6], and [10] based on the least square (LS) adjustment of the 179
VNIR-LST regression. In a second experiment, new adjust- 180
ments were tested (LMS) as well as the application of the 181
method at local scale (using a moving window). In the last 182
experiment, the disaggregation was applied separately for the 183
different land covers present in the study area. The classical 184
method leading to the best results was then compared to NN and 185
DM approaches. 186
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 187
A. Study Site 188
The study area is located in Barrax, Central Spain, includ- 189
ing “Las Tiesas” experimental farm (39◦03’ 35” N, 2◦06’ W). 190
This is a very flat area with an average altitude of 700 m a.s.l 191
close to Albacete. Barrax is one of the traditional ESA test 192
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[18], SPARC [19], ImagineS [20], and DAISEX [21]. Several194
field campaigns have been carried out in recent years includ-195
ing ground measurements of LST and energy fluxes, as well196
as biophysical parameters, for different periods. These experi-197
mental campaigns are used with different objectives related to198
agricultural water management [22]–[26].199
B. Satellite Images200
The selection of satellite images was constrained to the coin-201
cidence of Landsat and MODIS overpasses with low MODIS202
viewing angle and cloud coverage for the growing season of203
2014. We focused on Landsat 7 since no Landsat 8 images204
matched our requirements for the selected period. Four images205
were finally selected in 2014 for DOYs 67, 163, 195, and 202.206
VNIR data were extracted from the Landsat 7 ETM+ CDR207
(http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) and the MODIS MOD09GA208
and MOD09GQ products (glovis.usgs.gov). Landsat CDR pro-209
vides 30-m surface reflectances (atmospherically corrected).210
MOD09GQ offers red and NIR bands at 250-m spatial reso-211
lution, and MOD09GA contains seven spectral bands (VNIR),212
together with quality information, at a resolution of 500 m.213
Radiances in the TIR domain were obtained from band 6 of214
Landsat 7 ETM+, while the MOD11_L2 product offers LST215
directly. ETM+ TIR data are acquired at 60-m spatial resolu-216
tion; however, these data are resampled and provided at 30-m217
resolution. For validation purposes, we used an aggregated LST218
at 60 m that corresponds to the original resolution in the TIR219
domain. MOD11_L2 is provided at 1 km. MODIS images were220
resampled to 240, 480, and 960 m in order to have pixel dimen-221
sions that are multiple of the Landsat spatial resolutions (30222
and 60 m). All scenes were reprojected to UTM WGS 1984223
zone 30 N.224
Fig. 1 shows a false color composite of a Landsat image used225
in this work (RGB: bands 4, 3, 2), an NDVI image, and the226
Corine Land Cover 2006 (http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-227
maps/data/corine-land-cover-2006-raster) covering the entire228
study area (∼ 120km2). The images illustrate a sparsely veg-229
etated area, with NDVI < 0.4 for most pixels. Largest NDVI230
values correspond to crop fields [red areas in Fig. 1(a) and (b)].231
Table I lists a summary of the NDVI and LST values from232
the MODIS and Landsat images used at both, their original233
and aggregated 960-m spatial resolution. Note that wider value234
ranges are present in the original resolution compared to the235
aggregated 960-m resolution.236
C. Image Processing237
Quality bands from each product were used to mask pixels238
containing clouds and shadows. Landsat CDR product includes239
a mask obtained using the Fmask code [27]. Based on this240
mask only, pixels assigned “clear land pixel” were kept in this241
study, discarding those with clouds, snow, shadows, and water.242
TIR Landsat data were atmospherically corrected to retrieve243
LST following the procedure described in [28] and using the244
Atmospheric Correction Tool of Barsi et al. [29] and [30]245
(http://atm-corr.gsfc.nasa.gov/).246
Fig. 1. (a) Landsat false color image (RGB: bands 4, 3, 2). (b) NDVI
corresponding to DOY 195. (c) Corine Land Cover of the study area.
F1:1
F1:2
The data aggregation is a key step in the disaggregation 247
procedures. The aggregation of the VNIR bands was carried 248
out by averaging the reflectance values in the red and NIR 249
bands of all the FR pixels within an equivalent CR pixel. 250
Following Gao et al. [11], the aggregation of the TIR band was Q1251
done through the Stefan-Boltzmann law with the assumption of 252







T 4i . (1)
The application of the disaggregation techniques to differ- 254
ent sensors needs equivalent spectral data from both sensors. 255
Differences between both sensors VNIR data may exist due to 256
several effects such as spectral resolution, atmospheric correc- 257
tion, viewing angle, and pixel footprint. In the TIR domain, the 258
main difference between both sensors may be due to the differ- 259
ent acquisition time. A normalization procedure can be applied 260
to minimize these discrepancies between MODIS and Landsat 261
images [31], [32]. A linear regression between the aggregated 262
Landsat and MODIS images at 960 m was obtained, and later 263
applied to the desired spatial resolution (e.g., 60 m). This nor- 264
malization step should be applied to each pair of FR and CR 265
images to be used. Note that in this paper, we used Landsat 266
ETM+ and MODIS images coincident in date with the aim 267
of using the Landsat TIR band to validate the disaggregated 268
temperatures. However, the disaggregation method could be 269
applied to images from different dates if they are close enough 270
in time to consider that no significant changes in the vegetation 271
cover have occurred. In case of using images from different 272
dates, the same normalization procedure should be applied to 273
each pair of FR and CR images, and the disaggregated tem- 274
perature obtained will correspond to the date of the CR image 275
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TABLE IT1:1
NDVI AND LST AVERAGE, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES FOR THE MODIS AND LANDSAT IMAGES AT THEIR ORIGINAL RESOLUTION (30
AND 60 M) AND THE AGGREGATED 960-M RESOLUTION, FOR TWO DATES (DOYS 67 AND 195)
T1:2
T1:3
Percentiles Q25 and Q75 indicate that 25% or 75%, respectively, of the total data are lower than these values.
D. Disaggregation Methods277
Several disaggregation methods extracted from the recent278
literature were applied in this work with images from two dif-279
ferent satellites. These methods are traditionally applied and280
tested with images from a single satellite. First, the FR images281
are aggregated to a CR and then the disaggregation method282
is applied, finally the original TIR images are used for val-283
idation. In this work, we tested the disaggregation from two284
different sensors. The further objective is assessing the per-285
formance of the disaggregation when applied to FR images286
from satellites with no thermal bands. To compare the appli-287
cation with one or two sensors, the two versions were tested288
here as follows. 1) The relationship between NDVI and LST289
(training) was extracted from the Landsat ETM+ aggregated290
images (960 m) and later applied to Landsat 60 m (traditional291
procedure). 2) The relationship was obtained from the origi-292
nal MODIS images (960 m) and then applied to Landsat 60 m293
images. Both procedures provided disaggregated 60 m LST294
using 60 m Landsat NDVI as input. The original 60 m Landsat295
LST was reserved for the validation of the disaggregated LST296
outputs.297
1) NDVI–LST Regressions: Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of the298
methodology.299
Experiment 1 consisted on applying the most used disag-300
gregation methods developed in [5], [6], and [10]. In [5], a301
quadratic relationship between LST and NDVI was proposed302
(disTrad, 2). The relationship was obtained from CR pixels and303
applied to the FR pixels. The relationship obtained was also304
applied at CR to obtain the difference between the original and305
predicted LST (residuals). The CR residuals were then added306
to the estimated LST at FR; this means that the same resid-307
ual was used in all the FR pixels belonging to the same CR308
pixel. With this action actual CR LST information was included309
in the disaggregated results. In [6], the quadratic relationship310
and other relationships between NDVI and LST were tested,311
including a linear approach between LST and NDVI (3), a312
linear approach between the fraction of vegetation cover (fc,313
Fig. 2. Flowchart of the methodology applied, including the different process-
ing steps and the disaggregation methods used.
F2:1
F2:2
expressed in terms of NDVI) and LST (4), and a simplified ver- 314
sion of the fc approach (5). As suggested by [5], all regressions 315
in this Experiment 1 were adjusted from the most homogeneous 316
pixels in three NDVI intervals: [0–0.2], [0.2–0.5], and [0.5–1]. 317
The residual correction was included in all the cases considered 318
in this Experiment 1 319
LST = a0 + a1NDV I + a2NDV I
2 (2)
LST = a0 + a1NDV I (3)




NDV Imax −NDV I
NDV Imax −NDV Imin
)0.625)
(4)
LST = a0 + a1(1−NDV I)0.625 (5)
where a0, a1, and a2 are the adjusted parameters. 320
More recent studies introduce some modifications to the 321
disaggregation procedures described above. These were ana- 322
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best results in Experiment 1 was considered for Experiment324
2. In [16], better results were obtained using LMS than LS325
regression. Thus, the LMS adjustment was tested and com-326
pared to the LS. The disaggregation methods using the residual327
correction present some boxy effect linked to these residuals328
themselves [10], [13]. To reduce this effect, the CR residu-329
als can be smoothed using a Gaussian filter [33]. We adopted330
this technique and analyzed its effect visually and in terms331
of RMSE. All these regressions evaluated in Experiment 2332
were obtained from the most homogeneous pixels and includ-333
ing the residual correction, as done in Experiment 1. In [7],334
(3) was applied at a local scale using a moving window. This335
local application showed better results than obtaining a global336
regression for the entire image. This approach consisted in337
obtaining a relationship between NDVI and LST at CR for338
each window and then applying it to the FR pixels belong-339
ing to that window. Each pixel is only considered in one340
window. The result for each pixel is then the LST obtained341
from the NDVI–LST relationship adjusted at the CR win-342
dow to which it belongs. We also tested this moving window343
approach with different window sizes (from 3× 3 to 13× 13)344
and compared it to the global approach. In contrast to the345
previous methods, since few pixels are available in the local346
application all of them were used for adjusting the regres-347
sion and no residual correction was applied due to the local348
scale.349
Some authors have used the land cover information to derive350
different regressions for each particular land cover class [7],351
[10]. Several tests were also conducted in this work for the dif-352
ferent land cover classes (Experiment 3) present in the images.353
Corine Land Cover data at 100-m resolution was used. Land354
cover information was needed at 60 and 960 m. For the 60-m355
resolution, a resampling was performed using nearest neighbor356
resampling. For 960 m, the predominant class (the most abun-357
dant) was assigned. The disaggregation method leading to the358
best results in the previous analyses (Experiments 1 and 2) was359
applied here specifically per land cover classes. The NDVI–360
LST relation was obtained considering all the pixels included in361
each land cover class at CR and then applied to the pixels of the362
same class at FR. The residuals correction was also accounted363
here. An analysis of the performance of the disaggregation tech-364
nique was conducted using the land cover class distinction as a365
basis. Results were compared to those obtained not accounting366
for this land cover distinction.367
2) NN and DM Approaches: NNs using different inputs368
(spectral bands, land cover, topography, etc.) have also been369
applied in several papers. The method developed by Bindhu370
et al. [8] was applied in this work. These authors used NN for371
training the residuals. The relationship between NDVI and LST372
was obtained from the pixels forming the hot edge. These pixels373
were selected as those showing the highest temperature values374
for different NDVI ranges. This relationship was then applied to375
the CR pixels to estimate the residuals. The CR residuals were376
trained in a NN which inputs were the NDVI values in a 3× 3377
pixel window. The trained NN was then applied at FR. Other378
tests performed with NN consisted in using different combina-379
tions of spectral bands, and in some cases land cover, as inputs380
in the NN, and the LST as output.381
 
 
Fig. 3. Single- and dual-sensor analysis of the validation results (RMSE and r2)
of the different methods (1)–(4). On the left, Landsat images were first degraded
to the MODIS resolution and then disaggregated to the Landsat TIR original
resolution. On the right, the relationship was obtained from the MODIS images
and then applied to the Landsat images at 60-m spatial resolution. The residual







The DM approach developed in [13] was also tested here. 382
This method combines a local and global application of regres- 383
sion trees in a DM approach. The Cubist package in R [34] was 384
used in this work. This method uses the reflectance from all the 385
bands. Thus, when applied to two different sensors, their bands 386
have to be the same or similar, and the normalization of each 387
band between both sensors has to be done. The regression tree 388
method generates rule-based linear multivariate regressions. In 389
this work, the 6 Landsat ETM+ VNIR bands (1–5 and 7), and 390
the equivalent MODIS bands (bands 1–6) were used as inputs. 391
E. Performance Assessment 392
The comparison of the disaggregation methods was carried 393
at a regional scale. All methods were analyzed in terms of 394
the determination coefficient (r2) and the RMSE, and com- 395
pared to a nondisaggregation method, uniTr [6]. According to 396
this approach, each FR pixel is assigned at the value of the 397
corresponding CR pixel. 398
III. RESULTS 399
A. NDVI–LST Regressions 400
In the first experiment (Fig. 2), the methods presented in [6] 401
were applied separately to a single sensor (Landsat ETM+) and 402
to the combination of two sensors (Landsat and MODIS) as 403
described above. Fig. 3 shows the validation results (RMSE and 404
r2), for the 120-km2 study area, corresponding to the regres- 405
sion obtained from both, Landsat aggregated images (960 m) on 406
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Fig. 4. Validation results (RMSE and r2), of the local disaggregation method
with different windows sizes (w) compared to the global application and to the




applied to the original 60-m Landsat images. Previous works408
have tested the disaggregation methods with images belong-409
ing to the same sensor (by aggregation to coarser resolution)410
with the aim of being applied with two different sensors, but411
they rarely showed the real dual-sensor application. Results412
presented in Fig. 3 point out the larger errors obtained when413
these techniques are applied to two different sensors instead414
of a single one, despite the normalization adjustment applied.415
Better results were obtained using any of the disaggregation416
methods compared to the uniTr approach (using the LST of417
the CR image) in both the single and dual-sensor applica-418
tions. Contrary to previous studies, the simplest method [linear419
regression between NDVI and LST, (3)] led to similar or better420
results than using other regressions in most of the cases ana-421
lyzed. Equation (2) did not perform well for day 202 since the422
quadratic regression applied to NDVI outliers not present in the423
primitive retrieval of this equation yielded extreme LST values.424
Also, the NDVI–LST adjustment in this image was better fitted425
to a linear regression than to the quadratic regression. The same426
conclusions can be drawn from the method applied with one or427
two sensors despite the different errors obtained.428
In the second experiment, the local application [7] was tested429
with a window size ranging from 3× 3 to 13× 13 pixels,430
and results were compared to those obtained from the global431
application using (3), (3) adjusted by LMS [16], and (3) with432
smoothed residuals (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 shows that lower errors were433
always obtained when applying the disaggregation with a sin-434
gle satellite. Regarding the local application, only the RMSE435
was slightly reduced in one of the images (DOY 195) when436
using one sensor (Landsat ETM+) and in two dates (DOYs 195437
and 202) when using two sensors (ETM+ and MODIS), while438
Fig. 5. Landsat LST (left), disaggregated LST with (3) LS (center), disaggre-
gated with smoothed residuals (right) for DOY 195.
F5:1
F5:2
no significant differences were observed for the rest. The LMS 439
adjustment did not improve the results from the LS adjustment. 440
The smoothing of the residuals generally improved the results 441
from the LS method when using two sensors. When applied to a 442
single sensor, it improved the results in one date (67) and led to 443
the same results for the other dates. Fig. 5 shows an example of 444
the original Landsat LST and disaggregation results from two 445
sensors, with and without residuals smoothing. Note the resid- 446
uals introduced an important boxy effect that was reduced after 447
the smoothing. The ratio between the CR and the FR is respon- 448
sible for this boxy effect, lower differences between the spatial 449
resolutions would mitigate this boxy effect. 450
Finally, specific disaggregation was conducted in Experiment 451
3 for different land cover classes. Only the dual-sensor appli- 452
cation is shown here due to the similar conclusions obtained 453
from the single- and dual-sensor applications in the previous 454
experiments. Results considering separate land covers were 455
compared to those obtained from applying the global equation 456
to the same set of pixels. We focus on the linear equation LST– 457
NDVI (3) and smoothed residuals, based on the results above. 458
Following Agam et al. [10], two main classes were first con- 459
sidered: crop and natural vegetation. No significant differences, 460
compared to the global results, were observed accounting for 461
this distinction. The specific disaggregation was expanded to 462
all vegetation classes present in the image with a significant 463
presence. Classes with less than 100 CR pixels were excluded 464
from the analysis. Detailed class-dependent results are shown in 465
Fig. 6. Performance depended on the particular land cover class 466
and date, and no firm conclusion could be extracted about the 467
value of separating in classes. Average RMSE values of 1.8, 2.2, 468
1.9, and 2.0 K were obtained with the class-specific approach 469
and 1.8, 2.0, 2.0, and 1.9 K with the global approach for DOYs 470
67, 163, 195, and 202, respectively. Only for DOY 195 was a 471
slight enhancement observed with the class-specific approach. 472
Note that larger errors were observed overall for “permanently 473
irrigated” areas. This is probably due to the small size of these 474
fields and also to irrigation effects. After an irrigation event, 475
the LST may decrease dramatically, whereas the disaggrega- 476
tion methods do not account for this variation since the NDVI 477
is not significantly affected. This effect is most obvious in bare 478
soil areas such as croplands in the first stage of the crop grow- 479
ing season. This should be mitigated by the residuals obtained 480
from the CR image but if the fields are small this is not well 481
captured either. 482
Since no significant enhancement was observed from the 483
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Fig. 6. Validation results (RMSE) of class-specific disaggregation method





Fig. 7. Disaggregated LST with (3) LS and smoothed residuals versus Landsat
LST for images corresponding to DOY. (a) 67. (b) 163. (c) 195. (d) 202.
F7:1
F7:2
globally together with smoothed residuals. Fig. 7 shows the485
density scatter plots of the disaggregated LST with (3) LS and486
smoothed residuals from two sensors versus the reference LST487
(original Landsat normalized). The main percentage of pixels488
(in red) concentrates around the 1:1 line although the large489
scatter of a minority of them leads to important errors.490
Fig. 8 shows a subset example of 24 km × 22 km of the491
reference (left), disaggregated from two sensors (central) and492
nondisaggregated uniTr (right) LST images. This subset is493
dominated by permanently irrigated lands. Overall patterns494
of the disaggregated LST are similar to reference LST. Note495
the evident improvement of the disaggregation faced to the496
nondisaggregated LSTs.497
Fig. 8. Subset (22× 24 km2) of the Landsat LST (left column) and disag-
gregated LST with (3) LS and smoothed residuals (central column) and the
nondisaggregated uniTr (right column) for images corresponding to DOYs.
(a) 195. (b) 202. The gaps due to the SLC error have been filled for visual






B. NN and DM Approaches 498
The methods presented in [8] and [13] were also tested 499
and compared to the results obtained using the linear regres- 500
sion with smoothed residuals. In the previous section, we have 501
already analyzed the difference between the single- and the 502
dual-sensor disaggregation, and similar conclusions can be 503
extracted when comparing different approaches. Therefore, in 504
this section only, the results of the dual-sensor application are 505
shown, which is the main interest of this work. 506
Results from the NN and DM approaches for the entire study 507
area are summarized in Table II as well as the results from the 508
LS method. Larger errors were observed when applying the NN 509
and DM approaches. Bindhu et al. [6] had already observed Q2510
high errors for low NDVI values, dominant in our study site [see 511
Fig. 2(b)]. In addition to these methods, a battery of tests was 512
conducted with NN using different spectral bands as inputs with 513
no improvement in the results obtained by the linear regres- 514
sion in any case. NN and DM (trained at 960 m and applied 515
at 60 m), as well as othe nonlinear regressions, have the risk 516
of overfitting and are very sensitive to noise in the samples. In 517
this work, the input data did not cover the full range of values 518
present at 60 m (see Table I), and the overfitting of the methods 519
may lead to important errors in the outliers not present in the 520
input data. Therefore, the simpler NDVI–LST linear regression 521
led to better results than the more sophisticated NN and DM 522
approaches. 523
IV. DISCUSSION 524
Findings in this work show that there is a difference between 525
applying disaggregation methods from one or two sensors 526
although a normalization procedure is applied. The normaliza- 527
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TABLE IIT2:1
COMPARISON, IN TERMS OF RMSE (K), OF THE VALIDATION RESULTS
OF THE NN DISAGGREGATION METHOD, AND THE LINEAR




order to account for the possible spectral and temporal differ-529
ences between them. A good coregistration of the images from530
both sensors is also critical. These are the two main points that531
make the difference when applying the disaggregation with one532
or two sensors. The normalization procedure was addressed533
in this work at 960 m; however, at this spatial resolution, we534
observed a shorter range of values than those present at the535
FR (Table I). Consequently, the relationships obtained did not536
include values in the full FR range. This not only affects the537
normalization process but also affects the NDVI–LST relation-538
ship used in the disaggregation procedure. This difference in the539
spectral range at the FR and CR is site dependent and is related540
to the heterogeneity of the area and to the ratio between the541
FR and the CR being used. Thus, this constraint is common to542
the single- and dual-sensor applications and it may contribute543
to the different errors obtained by other authors when disag-544
gregating to different spatial resolutions. For example, in [6],545
the RMSE errors are very different depending on the spatial546
resolution and dates. These authors disaggregated two images,547
affected by 1 week difference, from 960 to 60 m in July 2002.548
The linear NDVI–LST approach yielded RMSE values of ±2.2549
and ±1.2 K. Disaggregation to 120 m led to an enhancement550
in RMSE of ±0.3 K in both images, and when disaggregating551
to 240 m, the enhancement was of ±0.8 K in one image and552
±0.5 K in the other.553
In our study area, RMSE values ranged between ±1.6 and554
±1.7 K when using the Landsat images, and ±1.8 and ±2.1555
K using the MODIS ones. These results are in agreement with556
those obtained by Agam et al. [6]. In [7], the local disaggrega-557
tion of Aster images, previously aggregated to 990-m spatial558
resolution, resulted in RMSE values ranging between ±0.7559
and ±3 K for disaggregation to 810–90 m. Large errors were560
obtained when disaggregating to spatial resolutions finer than561
270 m, consequently MODIS images were disaggregated only562
to 250 m with RMSE values between ±2 and ±3 K depending563
on the approach. Better results were obtained by Bindhu et al.564
[8] in a smaller area with high vegetation cover, with the highest565
errors corresponding to low NDVI values.566
The application of a land cover-specific disaggregation567
showed the highest errors for the class “permanently irrigated568
land.” This is probably due to the small size of the fields and the569
errors caused by irrigation. This is reinforced by the fact that570
errors in this class increase significantly in the summer images,571
both with the class-specific and the global approaches. Most572
likely, this is a consequence of the higher differences in LST573
between the crop fields and the surrounding bare soil during574
summer season.575
Future work will deal with a more comprehensive valida- 576
tion at a field scale using ground temperature measurements 577
concurrent to satellite overpasses. Also, we will check the appli- 578
cation to other combinations of platforms, including fine spatial 579
resolution sensors with no TIR band (e.g., Sentinel 2). 580
V. CONCLUSION 581
Several disaggregation methods were compared when 582
applied with two different sensors, MODIS and Landsat ETM+, 583
in a heterogeneous and sparsely vegetated area of central Spain. 584
This dual-sensor application needed an additional step of nor- 585
malization between the spectral bands of the two sensors and 586
special attention to the coregistration between them. Although 587
the errors with the dual-sensor application were higher than 588
those from the single-sensor application, results obtained prove 589
the potential and usefulness of the disaggregation techniques 590
applied to two different sensors. 591
The disaggregation was applied to downscale images from 592
960-m spatial resolution (MODIS) to 60 m (Landsat). Best 593
results were obtained with the procedure based on the linear 594
regression between NDVI and LST, even when compared to 595
NN and DM approaches. RMSE values around ±2.0 K were 596
obtained for four different images. Focusing on the experimen- 597
tal agricultural area of Barrax, classed as “permanently irrigated 598
land” in Corine Land Cover, RMSE values were the highest 599
(±2 to ±3 K). Since this area showed the largest heterogene- 600
ity within the image, we may conclude that the disaggregation 601
procedures perform better in homogeneous areas. These results 602
are encouraging, and reinforce the application of disaggrega- 603
tion procedures to sensors provided with no thermal bands. The 604
application to Sentinel-2, with a high revisit cycle, could pro- 605
vide the time series of disaggregated LSTs at high temporal 606
and spatial resolutions required for studies related to hydrology, 607
climatology or agriculture. 608
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